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Abstract— Online advertisers bidding in sponsored search
auctions through Web search engines are experiencing unprece-
dentedly fierce competition in recent years, resulting in an
obvious upward trend in bids submitted by advertisers. This
bid inflation phenomenon poses significant threat to the overall
stability and the effectiveness of sponsored search markets.
Existing research efforts, however, do not yet provide directly
relevant theoretical or managerial insights to help understand
this kind of real-world competitive bidding behavior in sponsored
search. Our research is targeted at filling in this important
research gap. Based on a model of advertisers’ rational competi-
tive preference, we propose a novel equilibrium solution concept
called the upper bound Nash equilibrium (UBNE), which can be
viewed as the upper bound of the output-truthful subset in the
NE continuum of sponsored search auctions. We show that the
UBNE can better characterize advertisers’ competitive bidding
behavior than other solution concepts, offering a viable theory-
driven behavioral explanation for bid inflation. We also show that
the UBNE is a stable outcome of competitions among advertisers
in repeated game settings and yields the optimal outcome for
Web search engines.

Index Terms— Bid inflation, competitive preference,
sponsored search advertising (SSA), upper bound Nash
equilibrium (UBNE).

I. INTRODUCTION

SPONSORED search advertising (SSA) or keyword adver-
tising, as a major form of search engine marketing, allows

advertisers to bid for their query-specific advertisements to
appear alongside the organic search results [1]–[4]. Due to
better targeting at potential buyers and relatively low cost,
SSA has become one of the most popular forms of online
advertising and, in turn, the primary revenue source for
Web search engine companies. Interactive Advertising Bureau,
one of the world largest advertising business organizations,
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reported that more than 48% of the annual worldwide spending
on online advertising could be captured by SSA in 2016,
exceeding 44% for the second largest format of display-
related advertising, including banner and video advertisements.
Meanwhile, Google reported the total revenues of 79.4 billion
in 2016, and more than 88.7% of the total comes from SSA.

However, the growth of SSA is not without problems in
practice. One such problem is bid inflation, that is, it has
witnessed an obvious trend of increase in bids submitted by
advertisers in recent years. The digital marketing platform
provider Efficient Frontier reported that the average cost of
purchasing pay-per-click ads on Facebook increased by 22%
in a single quarter in 2011. Meanwhile, according to the
proprietary AdGooroo data, the average pay-per-click prices
on the U.S. AdWords search ads have increased an average of
40% across nine major industry categories between the first
quarters of 2012 and 2014.

Among all alternative explanations, we argue that the
competitive nature of auctions can be considered as one of the
most important causes for the increasing bid prices. As the
potential of SSA is recognized across a wide spectrum of
commercial interests, advertisers have swarmed into search
markets in large numbers and competed for the limited
advertisement slots (especially for popular keywords with
good sales potentials). When facing fierce competition, many
advertisers bid aggressively, driving up the keyword bid prices.
In turn, unaffordable bids and payments may price out lots of
advertisers with low per-click values.

One might consider that the increasing keyword bid prices
will have positive effects on search engines, since higher prices
are partly caused by SSA’s increased popularity. Although in
the short term the search engines are enjoying the increased
profits, however, we argue that bid inflation will do great harm
to the SSA industry in the long run. In fact, the increased
popularity of SSA is not linearly related to bid prices, and
excessively high price will lead to a negative feedback to the
popularity of SSA, and, in turn, damage the SSA ecosystems.
Generally speaking, lower cost and better return on invest-
ment (ROI) can be considered as two major advantages for
SSA to attract small and medium businesses. With keyword
prices increasing, advertisers have to spend more on SSA
with reduced advertising effectiveness and ROI, and search
marketplace could soon become more expensive than other
advertising channels. On the other hand, increasing keyword
prices will price out large numbers of small advertisers with
limited budgets and lower per-click values. As a result, SSA
will lose its edge as a “long-tail” advertising channel. In the
long run, major search engines may lose their competitiveness
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and advertiser base, and the search markets might very likely
operate in a volatile, unstable, and potentially unsustainable
state. As such, bid inflation has been widely considered among
SSA practitioners and third-party consulting companies as one
of the major drawbacks of search markets for the inherent
vulnerability it caused.

From a research perspective, in order to help the SSA
ecosystem maintain its overall stability, profitability, and effec-
tiveness, there is a critical need to characterize competitive
bidding dynamics aimed at gaining better understanding of
issues, such as bid inflation, and predicting long-run stable
equilibrium of the markets [5], [6]. However, since bid
inflation reflects an emerging phenomenon in recent years,
research works in this area are almost nonexistent.

Our research is targeted at filling in this important gap.
We present a game-theoretic analysis of bidding dynamics
and equilibrium stability in competitive SSA markets. The
aim of this paper is to characterize advertisers’ competitive
bidding behavior and analyze the resulting equilibrium bidding
dynamics, so as to gain a better explanation and prediction
of advertisers’ bidding behavior and the stable state of such
ongoing phenomena as bid inflation in search markets. Our
technical contributions can be summarized in three aspects.
First, we propose a new model of competitive preference,
and formally characterize the resulting bidding dynamics of
advertisers’ ascending bid adjustments in competitive SSA
markets. Second, we put forward a novel equilibrium solution
concept called the upper bound Nash equilibrium (UBNE),
and investigate the landscape of the entire NE continuum of
search auctions. We prove that the UBNE can be reached
by advertisers’ rational competition driven by the competitive
preference [7], and in repeated game settings, it is a stable out-
come of competitive markets in the long run. Third, we present
several alternative explanations for bid inflation phenomenon.
Among all these explanations, our model of competitive
preference and the resulting UBNE solution concept can be
considered as a viable theory-driven behavioral explanation
for bid inflation. Theoretically, our contributions allow one
to focus on only one unique equilibrium point instead of
a continuum with enhanced predictability, when analyzing
bidding behavior in competitive SSA markets. Our work also
provides managerial insights with respect to bidding dynamics
characterization and long-term prediction of bid inflation in
search markets. Our conclusion indicates that bid inflation,
and the resulting UBNE, will yield the best outcome for search
engines among all Nash equilibria and an undesirable outcome
for those competing advertisers. With our findings, both search
engines and advertisers will have a better understanding of
competitive market dynamics in SSA practice, and thus can
take targeted actions to control the bid inflation in pursuit of
larger revenue.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II provides a brief review of the related literature
focusing on the equilibrium research. In Section III, we
present a model of SSA. Section IV discusses the com-
petitive preference, and presents the formal formulation of
UBNE and its key properties. In Section V, we investigate
advertisers’ bidding incentives in the entire NE continuum,

and analyze the long-term stability of the UBNE in repeated
SSA auctions. Section VI discusses the explanatory power
of competitive preference on bid inflation, and provides a
brief comparison with other kinds of equilibrium solutions.
Section VII discusses the potential explanations for the bid
inflation phenomenon. Finally, Section VIII concludes our
efforts, and discusses some future research directions.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

We mainly focus on the existing SSA analysis based on the
NE and its refinements in the pure strategy space. Due to the
noncooperative nature of sponsored search auctions, the most
general solution is the NE, in which no advertiser has incentive
to unilaterally change her bid. However, the infinite nature of
NE continuum makes it difficult to predict auction outcomes.
Thus, many refined solution concepts have been proposed to
enhance predictability.

Edelman et al. [8] proposed to reduce the NE continuum to a
subset called the locally envy-free equilibrium (LEFE) using
a static one-shot auction model with complete information.
No advertiser can improve her payoff by exchanging bids with
the rival ranked one position above her in an LEFE. Varian
studied the same subset as LEFE, and proposed an equivalent
concept called the symmetric NE (SNE) [9], [10]. In an SNE,
each advertiser prefers to purchase the slot she is in rather
than other slots with an exogenous price. As an extension,
Borgers et al. [11] further investigated some properties of both
the SNE and asymmetric NE in sponsored search auctions.

Although SNE (or LEFE equivalently) has some desirable
properties, it is still an equilibrium continuum. In order
to further refine the solution concept and reduce the set
of NE, Edelman et al. [8] proposed a generalized English
auction with incomplete information, which has a unique
equilibrium (GEAE). GEAE can be considered as the lower
bound of the SNE continuum, and thus can provide more
precise prediction for sponsored search auctions than SNE.
All players, including advertisers and the search engine, can
get the same payoffs in GEAE as in the Vickrey–Clarke–
Groves (VCG) auction mechanism. Similar to Edelman’s
contributions, Bu et al. [12] studied the equilibrium refinement
from the perspective of the long-term planning behavior of
revenue maximizing advertisers, and proposed the forward
looking NE (FLNE), which is equivalent to GEAE.

Cary et al. [13] proposed a greedy bidding strategy called
balanced bidding, which can be used by advertisers to reach
the GEAE. Advertisers using such strategy always choose the
optimal bid for the next round while assuming that the other
bids are fixed. The resulting bid vector will converge to the
GEAE. Based on simulation, Vorobeychik and Reeves [14]
demonstrated that this convergent process exhibits high
stability to deviations.

Generally speaking, the above-mentioned research efforts
have two limitations. First, although the above-mentioned
works have successfully reduced the NE continuum to a unique
equilibrium point, namely to the GEAE, the NE continuum of
SSA auctions is still far from being fully explored. Varian
has discussed the range of a winning advertiser’ bid within
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the output-truthful SNE continuum [9], whereas the entire
NE continuum, which contains output-truthful and nonoutput-
truthful equilibria formed by both winning and losing bids,
is not discussed in the literature. Second, none of the above-
mentioned modeling efforts and solution concepts takes into
consideration competition among advertisers. Therefore, the
existing equilibrium concepts cannot be used to explain the
soaring bid prices as observed in worldwide SSA markets in
recent years. These limitations directly motivate our research.

III. SSA MODEL

We now introduce an SSA model shared by many existing
works in this area [9], [12]. We consider an SSA scenario
with N advertisers competing for K slots on a given keyword.
We assume K ≥ 2 and N > K. The click-through rate of the
kth highest slot is denoted as xk . We assume higher placed
slots have higher probabilities of being clicked, and thus
x1 > x2 > · · · > xK > 0. For notational simplicity, we
define γ t

k = xt/xk , and add N − K dummy slots with zero
click-through rates (so that xk = 0 for k > K). Each advertiser
i ∈ [1,N ] assigns a click with a private value vi representing
her maximum willingness to pay. Without loss of generality,
we assume v1 > v2 > · · · > vN > 0. The bids of all
advertisers are denoted as a vector b = {b1, b2, . . . , bN }.

Once a query arrives, the search engine starts a generalized
second price (GSP) auction to determine the ranking of the
sponsored advertisements. GSP is a generalized variant of the
Vickrey mechanism, and allocates advertisers to advertisement
slots in a decreasing order by their bids. We define a ranking as
a bijection φ : {1, 2, . . . ,N } → {1, 2, . . . ,N }, which assigns
the advertiser in slot k an identity φ(k). Denote each possible
bid vector ranked by φ as bφ , and all possible rankings as �.
Additionally, we define a ranking φ∗ as output truthful if it
satisfies vφ∗(t) > vφ∗(k) for t < k, t, k ∈ [1,K]. The payment
rule follows the second price scheme: advertiser i in slot k
shall pay bφ(k+1) each time her advertisement is clicked with
her revenue realized as uk

i = (vi − bφ(k+1))xk .
As typical in other SSA models, we make the following

simplifying assumptions. First, we assume that advertisers
have complete information about all advertisers’ values, bids,
and click-through rates for all slots [8], [9], [12], [15]. Second,
we assume that advertisement ranking is determined only by
bids, as it has been proved that each rank-by-revenue GSP
auction can be equivalently reformulated as a rank-by-bid
one [16]. Third, we assume that click-through rates are deter-
mined only by positions, ignoring the influence of advertise-
ment relevance [8].

IV. COMPETITIVE EQUILIBRIUM ANALYSIS

Using a one-shot static version of the SSA game as
described in Section III, we now present competitive
equilibrium analysis of bidding behavior, aiming at explaining
observed competitive bidding dynamics including bid inflation.
In this section, we will first provide a new model of
advertisers’ competitive preference and the resulting UBNE
formulation, and then introduce and prove some key properties
of the UBNE.

A. Competitive Preference and the UBNE Formulation

We start with the general NE continuum as defined in
Varian’s well known work [9].

Definition 1 (NE): A bid vector bφ is an NE if it satisfies

(vφ(k) − bφ(k+1))xk ≥ (vφ(k) − bφ(t+1))xt (1)

for t > k and

(vφ(k) − bφ(k+1))xk ≥ (vφ(k) − bφ(t))xt (2)

for t < k.
In an NE, advertisers have no direct incentives to move

to a higher or lower slot. However, they can slightly change
their bids in an interval without affecting the ranking and
their own revenues, which indicates that there are an infinite
number of equilibria in the NE continuum. NE is the superset
of all the refined solutions, which are proposed to enhance the
predictability of sponsored search auctions. In a special case,
bφ is an SNE if it satisfies inequality (1) for all t, k ∈ [1,N ].
Obviously, SNE is a subset of NE, but still an equilibrium
continuum.

In this paper, we explicitly consider and model advertisers’
preferences over equilibria in order to derive a unique and
stable equilibrium in the NE continuum. As can be seen
from empirical research, advertisers often seek to achieve two
interrelated objectives in competitive markets, namely, one’s
own profit and rivals’ costs maximization. This is also the
case for advertisers in SSA markets. On the one hand, each
advertiser prefers the equilibrium with her revenue maximized.
Obviously, the best way for this objective is decreasing bids
cooperatively among all advertisers. In this case, all players
can be better off except for the search engine, and this
process finally converges to the GEAE with the VCG revenue
realized. On the other hand, however, such collusion is not
implementable with competition among advertisers. When
facing with two equilibria with equal revenue, advertisers
always prefer the one that maximizes competitors’ payments.
So, each advertiser has an incentive to exploit the weakness of
the second-price scheme of the GSP mechanism, and increase
her bid to jam her competitors. In order to characterize com-
petitive bidding dynamics, both objectives must be taken into
consideration. This intuition motivates us to define advertisers’
competitive preference as follows.

Definition 2 (Competitive Preference): Given two
equilibria b = {b1, b2, . . . , bi , . . . , bN } and b∗ =
{b1, b2, . . . , b∗

i , . . . , bN }, advertiser i prefers b∗ if the
resulting revenue ui (b) = ui (b∗) and the bid bi ≤ b∗

i .
Obviously, advertiser i would prefer b∗ or b in case of

ui (b) < ui (b∗) or ui (b) > ui (b∗), respectively. Competitive
preference reflects the following bidding strategy: advertisers
want to force their competitors to spend top dollars without
sacrificing their own revenues, aiming at exhausting the bud-
gets of the competitors immediately above them and winning
the next highest slot with lower prices in the future. The
rationality of competitive preference lies in two facts. First,
from the competitive perspective, each advertiser always has
incentive to unilaterally increase her bid to hurt the competitors
given that other bids stay the same. Second, competitive
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preference will not change the relative ranking of advertise-
ments, thus suffering no risk of revenue loss. Intuitively, the
advertiser winning the top slot has no competitive preference.

We now develop a new solution called the UBNE with the
SNE as a starting point. Two bidding patterns, direct and
indirect switching, can be observed as bid increases from
an arbitrary SNE. The former refers to the situation where
bφ(k) rises directly above bφ(k−1), while the latter refers to
the situation where bφ(k) rises above a threshold bφ(k) =
vφ(k−1)(1−γ k

k−1)+bφ(k+1)γ
k
k−1, over which advertiser φ(k−1)

finds it profitable to move down to slot k. Here, bφ ∈ �S N E

and � denotes the equilibrium set. It is worth noting that
indirect switching might not occur, since it is possible that
bφ(k) ≥ bφ(k−1) for some k. Therefore, an advertiser with
competitive preference, say φ(k), can safely raise her bid
to min{bφ(k), bφ(k−1)} without causing rank switching and
sacrificing her revenue.

Based on these patterns, we refine the NE continuum to a
unique and output-truthful UBNE.

Definition 3 (UBNE): An output-truthful bid vector bφ∗ is
a UBNE if it satisfies

bφ∗(k) =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

vφ∗(k) k = 1

vφ∗(k−1)

(
1 − γ k

k−1

) + bφ∗(k+1)γ
k
k−1 1 < k ≤ K

vφ∗(K) k > K.

(3)

A UBNE can be reached by a dynamic adjustment process,
in which each advertiser, driven by competitive preference,
alternatively raises her bid from an arbitrary SNE by a small
amount provided that no direct or indirect switching is trig-
gered, until no one has incentive to continue the adjustment.
This is a bottom-up process, as the bids in the lower slots will
stabilize before those in the higher slots. This adjustment can
also be viewed as a microscopic mirror of the bid inflation
phenomenon observed in the macroscopic search markets.

B. UBNE Properties

In the following, we prove several key properties of UBNE.
Theorem 1: The UBNE set is nonempty, that is, �UBNE �=∅.

Proof: We prove by showing that there exists a bid vector
bφ∗ satisfying (3), such that inequality bφ∗(k) ≥ bφ∗(k+1) holds
for 1 ≤ k < N . The proof is based on mathematical induction.

First, we can easily check that bφ∗(k) ≥ bφ∗(k+1) always
holds in base cases k ≥ K.

Second, we make an inductive hypothesis that bφ∗(k) >
bφ∗(k+1) for 2 ≤ k < K. From this hypothesis, we can derive
that bφ∗(k) > bφ∗(k+1) ⇔ vφ∗(k−1)(1−γ k

k−1)+bφ∗(k+1)γ
k
k−1 >

bφ∗(k+1) ⇔ vφ∗(k−1) > bφ∗(k+1). For the predecessor slot
k − 1, we have bφ∗(k−1) − bφ∗(k) = vφ∗(k−2)(1 − γ k−1

k−2 ) +
bφ∗(k)γ

k−1
k−2 − bφ∗(k) = (vφ∗(k−2) − bφ∗(k))(1 − γ k−1

k−2 ) =
(vφ∗(k−2) − vφ∗(k−1)(1 − γ k

k−1) − bφ∗(k+1)γ
k
k−1)(1 − γ k−1

k−2 ) =
((vφ∗(k−2) − vφ∗(k−1))+ (vφ∗(k−1) − bφ∗(k+1))γ

k
k−1)(1 −γ k−1

k−2 ).
Because γ k−1

k−2 < 1, vφ∗(k−2) > vφ∗(k−1), and vφ∗(k−1) >
bφ∗(k+1) that is derived from the inductive hypothesis, we can
easily draw a conclusion that bφ∗(k−1) > bφ∗(k) always holds.

Finally, as to base case k = 1, we have bφ∗(1) > bφ∗(2) ⇔
vφ∗(1) > bφ∗(3). Since bφ∗(2) > bφ∗(3) ⇒ vφ∗(1) > bφ∗(3),
so bφ∗(1) > bφ∗(2) always holds.

From the above-mentioned discussion, we can see that
UBNE is a nonincreasing bid vector, which has a strictly
decreasing part of the winning bids and a tail of identical
losing bids. Such a bid vector can be easily constructed, and
thus �U B N E �= ∅.

Theorem 2: The UBNE is unique, or formally, |�UBNE|=1.
Proof: We prove the uniqueness of the UBNE by

contradiction.
Assume that the UBNE is not unique and there are at least

two different UBNEs denoted as bφ∗ and b′
φ∗ , respectively.

According to the definition of UBNE, we can easily establish
that bφ∗(1) = b′

φ∗(1) = vφ∗(1) and bφ∗(k) = b′
φ∗(k) = vφ∗(K)

must hold for both UBNEs, where k ≥ K + 1. Let k ′ be the
lowest slot where bφ∗(k′) �= b′

φ∗(k′) and 2 ≤ k ′ ≤ K. Since

bφ∗(k′) = vφ∗(k′−1)(1 − γ k′
k′−1) + bφ∗(k′+1)γ

k′
k′−1 and b′

φ∗(k′) =
vφ∗(k′−1)(1 − γ k′

k′−1) + b′
φ∗(k′+1)γ

k′
k′−1, we see that bφ∗(k′+1) �=

b′
φ∗(k′+1). This contradicts to the statement that k ′ is the lowest

slot that the advertisers’ bids differ. Therefore, such maximum
k ′ does not exist. We thus establish the uniqueness of UBNE.

Theorem 3: The UBNE set belongs to SNE, or equivalently
�U B N E ⊆ �S N E .

Proof: Assume �U B N E = {bφ∗}, we prove bφ∗ ∈ �S N E

by validating that no advertiser, say φ∗(k), has incentive to
move to another slot t �= k.

First, it is easy to see that winners have no incentives to lose
in case t > K ≥ k, and losers have no incentives to increase
the bids and win in case k > K ≥ t . Second, in case k, t ≤ K,
we have vφ∗(s)(xs − xs+1) = bφ∗(s+1)xs − bφ∗(s+2)xs+1 for
∀s ∈ [1,K] according to Definition 3. Thus, in case
k < t ≤ K, we add all these equations with s ranging from
k to t − 1. Note that vφ∗(k)(xs − xs+1) > vφ∗(s)(xs − xs+1)
holds for ∀s ∈ [k, t], so we have (vφ∗(k) − bφ∗(k+1))xk >
(vφ∗(k) − bφ∗(t+1))xt , which means advertiser φ∗(k) has no
incentive to move downward to slot t . Analogously, we can
prove φ∗(k) will not move upward in case t < k ≤ K.

Therefore, we have bφ∗ ∈ �S N E . Clearly, bφ∗ ∈ �N E also
holds, since �S N E ⊆ �N E .

Theorem 4: No bid from any output-truthful NE exceeds
the bid from the UBNE solution. Formally, ∀bφ∗ ∈ �U B N E ,
�b′

φ∗ ∈ �N E , and b′
φ∗ �= bφ∗ , so that b′

φ∗(k) > bφ∗(k),
k ∈ [2,N ].

Proof: Assume ∃b′
φ∗ ∈ �N E , such that b′

φ∗(k) > bφ∗(k)

holds for a subset
−→
k ⊆ {2, 3, . . . ,N }. First, in case

K + 1 ∈ −→
k , since b′

φ∗(K+1) > bφ∗(K+1) = vφ∗(K), advertiser
φ∗(K) will receive negative revenue and have an incentive
to submit a zero bid, which guarantees at least zero utility.
So we have b′

φ∗ /∈ �N E and a contradiction. Second, in case

K + 1 /∈ −→
k , we can easily observe that no such losing bid

b′
φ∗(k) exists that k ∈ −→

k holds for k ∈ [K + 2,N ]. For

the winning bids, in case k ∈ −→
k and k ∈ [2,K], we let

k ′ = max{−→k ⋂{2, 3, . . . ,K}}. The revenue of advertiser
φ∗(k ′ − 1) will be (vφ∗(k′−1) − b′

φ∗(k′))xk′−1 < (vφ∗(k′−1) −
bφ∗(k′))xk′−1 = (vφ∗(k′−1) − bφ∗(k′+1))xk′ . In other words,
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an indirect switching will be triggered and advertiser φ∗(k ′−1)
is motivated to move down to slot k ′. This is also a contra-
diction, which completes the proof.

Theorem 4 indicates that UBNE can be considered as the
upper bound of the output-truthful NE continuum. In a UBNE,
no advertiser would have incentive to squeeze her competitor
with a higher bid, since this will cause an indirect rank
switching and thus a revenue loss. Meanwhile, we can easily
check from Definition 3 that each advertiser will be indifferent
between her current position and the next lowest position in a
UBNE. Therefore, the UBNE can serve as a candidate for the
stable state of the competitive bidding dynamics including bid
inflation. We will validate the long-term stability in Section V.

V. STABILITY ANALYSIS

SSA auctions are repeated games in nature, as even
long-tail keywords might receive thousands of search requests
during their life cycle on a certain search engine. In repeated
game settings, long-term stability can be considered as one
of the most important features to guarantee that a particular
equilibrium will be observed in repeated practice. In this
section, we will first investigate advertisers’ bidding incen-
tives in the entire NE continuum of SSA auctions. On this
basis, we then discuss and formally prove the long-term
stability of UBNE. The main conclusion is as follows: each
NE solution, regardless whether it is output truthful or not,
will eventually converge to a UBNE during the adjustment
process driven by competitive preference.

A. Incentive Analysis of the Bidding Dynamics

This part characterizes the entire NE continuum of SSA
auctions, and presents detailed incentive analyses of bidding
dynamics in the NE continuum. Without loss of generality,
we mainly focus on one pair of adjacent bids, say bφ(k) and
bφ(k+1), and provide an exhaustive partition of the bidding
scenarios formed by the variation of these two bids. We then
analyze advertisers’ bidding incentives in each of these
scenarios, and identify four types of bidding patterns in adver-
tisers’ bid adjustments. This incentive analysis is the basis of
the formal proof of UBNE’s stability presented in Section V-B.

1) Scenario Partition: In order to cover all possible
scenarios, we start the partition with an inversion in a
nonoutput-truthful equilibrium. Given any φ �= φ∗ and
bφ ∈ �N E , there exists at least one inversion inv(k, k + 1),
which is defined as a pair of adjacent slots satisfying bφ(k) >
bφ(k+1), vφ(k) < vφ(k+1), and k ∈ [1,K]. For notational
simplicity, we denote φ(k) = α and φ(k + 1) = β, and
thus bα and bβ are their bid variables (other bids are assumed
constants).

We here conduct a complete partition of all scenarios
formed by the variation of bα and bβ . There are three rounds
of the partition.

First, since bφ ∈ �N E , we can get from the NE inequality
(1) and (2) that

bα ≥ vβ

(
1 − γ k+1

k

) + bφ(k+2)γ
k+1
k = b∗

α (4)

Fig. 1. Bidding dynamics analysis.

and

bβ ≤ vα

(
1 − γ k+1

k

) + bφ(k+2)γ
k+1
k = b∗

β. (5)

Clearly, vα < vβ ⇒ b∗
β < b∗

α. So, as is shown in Fig. 1, the
2-D plane with coordinates bα and bβ will be partitioned by
constants bφ(k+2), b∗

β , b∗
α, bφ(k−1), and the diagonal.

Second, when increasing bids, advertiser φ(k) cannot
overbid, so that φ(k −1) finds it profitable to move down. For
instance, the maximum bid of bβ in case bβ > bα > bφ(k+2)

is

(vφ(k−1) − bβ)xk−1

≥ (vφ(k−1) − bα)xk

⇒ bβ ≤ vφ(k−1)

(
1 − γ k

k−1

) + bαγ k
k−1 = bβ. (6)

Inequality (6) can be represented as a segment JA with slope
γ k

k−1 < 1. Similarly, segments IJ, AP, and PQ can be added
for the corresponding scenarios shown in Fig. 1.

Third, when decreasing bid, advertiser φ(k + 1) cannot
underbid, so that other advertisers have incentive to deviate.
Let φ(t) be the first deviating advertiser, and the minimum bα

in case bβ > bα is

bα =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

vφ(t)
(
1 − γ t

k

) + bφ(t+1)γ
t
k 1 ≤ t < k − 1

vφ(t)
(
1 − γ t

k

) + bβγ t
k t = k − 1

vφ(t)
(
1 − γ t

k+1

) + bφ(t+1)γ
t
k+1 k + 1 < t ≤ K.

(7)

Note that in case t = k − 1, the trajectory of bα = bα
coincides with JA, in other cases bα being invariable, since all
bids other than bα and bβ are assumed fixed. So we add line
CB to represent (7) without loss of generality. Similarly, we
add line CD for case bα > bβ .

The partition results in all possible 48 scenarios, each corre-
sponding to a grid shown in Fig. 1. Note that all arrangements
of advertisers α and β in the top half above the diagonal are
output truthful, while those in the bottom half are nonoutput
truthful.

2) Analysis of Incentives: Now, we investigate α and β’s
bidding incentives in each of these scenarios. We can imagine
their bids (bα, bβ) as a kernel, and it must be confined in area
DRST in the initial equilibrium bφ . If this kernel is placed in
other areas, from an evolutionary standpoint, one might ask
whether this kernel will return to DRST or form a new NE.
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TABLE I

BIDDING PATTERNS IN FIG. 1

To answer this question, we have analyzed α and β’s incentives
in each scenario, shown by arrows in Fig. 1. (The horizontal
and vertical arrows denote the incentives of adjustments on bα

and bβ , respectively.) Furthermore, we have identified all four
possible bidding patterns from the incentive analysis, which
we show in Table I.

In order to verify the bidding incentives shown in Fig. 1,
we perform detailed incentive analysis below with four typical
scenarios, each corresponding to a bidding pattern in Table I.
The analyses of other scenarios are analogous. We denote the
new arrangement after the kernel moves to other scenarios
by φ′, and the resulting bid vector by bφ′ .

Pattern 1 (Direct Out Switching): The typical scenario
analyzed corresponds to bα < bφ(k+2), bβ > bφ(k−1), and
bβ > bα.

In this case, advertisers α and β adjust their bids to
switch ranks directly with advertisers outside the kernel. Let
(φ′)−1(α) = t1 and (φ′)−1(β) = t2, where t1 ≥ k + 2 and
t2 ≤ k − 1. The revenues of advertisers α and β in the
new arrangement are (vα − bφ(t1+1))xt1 and (vβ − bφ(t2))xt2 ,
respectively. Since bφ ∈ �N E , we have (vα − bβ)xk ≥
(vα − bφ(t1+1))xt1 and (vβ − bφ(k+2))xk+1 ≥ (vβ − bφ(t2))xt2
according to the NE conditions (1) and (2). Obviously, more
revenue will be realized in equilibrium bφ than bφ′ for
both advertisers, who thus have incentives to return to the
initial equilibrium bφ by increasing or decreasing their bids
accordingly.

Pattern 2 (In-Direct Out Switching): The typical scenario
analyzed corresponds to bφ(k+2) < bα < bα , bβ < bβ <
bφ(k−1), and bβ > bα.

In this scenario, advertiser β increases her bid above the
in-direct threshold, while α drops to slot k +1 and bids below
the minimum value of sustaining slot k + 1.

On the one hand, since bβ > bβ , an in-direct rank switching
will be triggered between advertiser β and φ(k − 1). From
the NE condition (vφ(k−1) − bβ)xk−1 ≥ (vφ(k−1) − bα)xk ,
we conclude that advertiser φ(k − 1) prefers the initial
equilibrium bφ . So after the rank switching, φ(k − 1) will
always have incentive and can safely submit a new bid no
less than the in-direct threshold, or formally b′

φ(k−1) ≥ vβ

(1 − γ k
k−1) + bαγ k

k−1, forcing advertiser β to move down.
As such, the revenue of advertiser β in the new arrangement
will be (vβ − b′

φ(k−1))xk−1 ≤ (vβ − bα)xk , which means
advertiser β also prefers the initial equilibrium bφ . Therefore,
advertiser β will have an incentive to decrease her bid after
the indirect rank switching.

On the other hand, since bα < bα , slot k will be a better
place for at least one advertiser in other slots, say t3. In case
of t3 ≤ k − 1, advertiser α will stay at slot k + 1 and get
revenue (vα − bφ(k+2))xk+1. In case t3 ≥ k + 2, α will move
to slot k + 2 and receive (vα − bφ(k+2))xk+2. In neither case
can α be better off than at the initial equilibrium bφ . So α will
have incentive to increase her bids.

Pattern 3 (Inner Switching): The typical scenario analyzed
corresponds to b∗

β < bα < b∗
α, b∗

β < bβ < b∗
α , and bβ < bα.

Since bα < b∗
α, we see from inequality (1) that advertiser

β prefers slot k. Similarly, bβ > b∗
β makes slot k + 1 more

profitable for advertiser α. However, in the new arrangement
of this scenario, (φ′)−1(α) = k and (φ′)−1(β) = k + 1
due to bβ < bα. Therefore, both advertisers have incentives
to exchange their slots by decreasing α’s bid and increasing
β’s bid.

Pattern 4 (No Switching): The typical scenario analyzed
corresponds to bα < bα < b∗

β , b∗
α < bβ < bβ , and bβ > bα.

Contrary to the analysis in inner switching, we can easily
deduce from bα < b∗

β ⇒ bα < b∗
α and bβ > b∗

α ⇒ bβ > b∗
β

that advertisers α and β prefer slot k + 1 and k, respectively.
Note that (φ′)−1(α) = k + 1 and (φ′)−1(β) = k, so both
advertisers have no incentive to change their bids and slots.

We can conclude from the bidding incentives shown
in Fig. 1 that all nonequilibrium bid kernels will converge to
an NE through dynamic bid adjustments. There are two stable
attractors DRST and LMONB. Each kernel satisfying bα > b∗

α
and bβ < b∗

β enters and stays in DRST, while others converge
to LMONB. However, DRST is vulnerable to perturbations.
Once escaping the attraction basin of DRST, the kernel will
eventually stabilize at LMONB, and this process is irreversible.
(We will prove in Theorem 6 that both advertisers always have
incentives to escape DRST.) On the contrary, LMONB is robust
to small mutations, which will recover in a finite period of
time after deviation. Based on these results, we will prove the
stability of UBNE in Section V-B.

B. Stability of the UBNE

We prove the stability of UBNE in three steps. We first
prove Theorem 5 that all output-truthful NEs are unstable
under competitive preference and converge to the upper bound
of the output-truthful continuum. We then prove Theorem 6
that all nonoutput-truthful NEs are also unstable and will
evolve to output-truthful ones. Note from the incentive analysis
that all nonequilibrium bid kernel will evolve to an NE, and
thus, we can finally establish the global stability of the upper
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Fig. 2. Convergent path of dynamic bid adjustments. (a) Incremental
adjustments. (b) Aggressive adjustments. (c) Adjustments of nonoutput-
truthful kernels.

bound of the output-truthful continuum, and prove Theorem 7
that it evolves to the UBNE bids during the bid adjustments.

Theorem 5: Output-truthful NE converges to the upper
bound of output-truthful continuum.

Proof: Given any bφ∗ ∈ �N E , inequalities bα ≤ bα ≤
b∗
α, b∗

β ≤ bβ ≤ bβ , and bβ > bα hold for each bid
kernel (bα, bβ) ∈ bφ∗ according to the incentive analysis,
and advertisers can freely increase their bids within these
intervals (corresponding to LMONB in Fig. 1) without break-
ing the equilibrium. Therefore, for any (bα, bβ) ∈ bφ∗ , there
are two nondecreasing sequences εα = {ε1

α, ε2
α, . . . , ε I

α} and
εβ = {ε1

β, ε2
β, . . . , ε I

β} where εi
α, εi

β ≥ 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . , I ,
so that bα + ε I

α = b∗
α and bβ + ε I

β = bβ . Each bid kernel
(bα + εi

α, bβ + εi
β) where i < I is unstable, since α and β

always prefer to moving to (bα + εi+1
α , bβ + εi+1

β ) under the
competitive preference and they can reach this point.
Analogously, the bid kernel will incrementally rise along
sequences εα and εβ and converge to (b∗

α, bβ), which
resides on the upper bound of the output-truthful equilibrium
continuum.

The convergent path can take two forms as shown
in Fig. 2(a) and (b). One results from the incremental
adjustments, in which advertisers alternatively raise their bids
by a small amount without incurring any rank switching. The
other results from the aggressive adjustments with bids always
rising to the indirect switching threshold.

Theorem 6: Nonoutput-truthful NE converges to an output-
truthful NE.

Proof: Given any φ �= φ∗ and bφ ∈ �N E , there exists
at least one inversion kernel (bα, bβ) in bφ , and we prove
that any inversion will be eliminated by the rank switching of
advertisers α and β.

We first prove the instability of the inversion kernels. For
each bφ ∈ �N E where φ �= φ∗, the inversion kernel (bα, bβ)
must satisfy b∗

α ≤ bα ≤ bα , bβ ≤ bβ ≤ b∗
β , and bβ < bα, and

reside in DRST in Fig. 1. Driven by the competitive preference,
advertisers α and β always have incentives to adjust their
bids to (bα, b∗

β), the upper bound point R, to increase the
rivals’ costs. Therefore, all inversion kernels within DRST are
unstable and will converge to the equilibrium point R.

We now prove the instability of point R. Denote the revenues
of advertisers α and β at point R by u R

α and u R
β , respectively;

then

u R
α = (

vα − b∗
β

)
xk = (vα − bφ(k+2))xk+1

and

u R
β = (vβ − bφ(k+2))xk+1.

Similarly, the advertisers’ revenues at equilibrium points L
are as follows:

uL
α = (vα − bφ(k+2))xk+1

and

uL
β = (

vβ − b∗
α

)
xk = (vβ − bφ(k+2))xk+1.

Interestingly, we can see that u R
α = uL

α and u R
β = uL

β ,
which means that both advertisers α and β will get equal
revenues in the output-truthful and nonoutput-truthful upper
bound equilibrium points. However, both advertisers prefer
equilibrium L over R under competitive preference. Note that
advertiser φ(k − 1) will pay more and thus get less revenue
in equilibrium L, or formally

u R
φ(k−1) − uL

φ(k−1) = (vφ(k−1) − bα)xk−1

− (vφ(k−1) − bβ)xk−1 > 0

so advertisers α and β at equilibrium point R will have
incentives to form a “noncooperative collusion,” and switch
their slots and adjust their bids to L. Such collusion and rank
switching will increase the payment of advertiser φ(k − 1)
without sacrificing α’s and β’s own revenues, and thus
are always implementable for advertisers with competitive
preference. Thus, the upper bound point R is also unstable.

The collusive rank switching and the resulting transition
from equilibrium R to L will always be triggered by voluntary
bid increases of the lower ranked advertiser β, followed by
advertiser α being forced to decrease her bid. Note that in
equilibrium R, advertiser α is in slot k and β in slot k + 1,
since bα > bβ . As can be seen from Fig. 1, if advertiser α
unilaterally lowers her bid from equilibrium R along the
line RS, bid kernel (bα, bβ) is still in equilibrium, and thus,
this decreased bid only makes φ(k − 1) better off. Although
advertiser α can lower her bid to line OS, so that advertiser β
is motivated to increase her bid, such voluntary bid decrease
will also suffer a risk of making φ(k − 1) better off in
case when advertiser β cannot respond in time. As such,
advertiser α has no incentive to unilaterally lower her bid in
equilibrium R.

Oppositely, advertiser β in slot k + 1 always has incentive
to increase her bid to deviate from equilibrium R. Note that
in Fig. 1, if advertiser β slightly increases her bid, the kernel
(bα, bβ) enters polygon AM S R, in which advertiser α will be
forced to decrease her bid (since AM S R is nonequilibrium
area wherein the best action for advertiser α is to decrease
her bid, according to the bidding incentives in Fig. 1). Even
if advertiser α does not respond in time, advertiser β’s bid
increase is also rational, since it can raise the payment of
advertiser α without affecting her own revenue. In case when
advertiser α decreases her bid, the kernel (bα, bβ) will follow
the trajectory shown in Fig. 2(c), and enter the output-truthful
equilibrium continuum L M O N B , in which both advertisers
stabilize at equilibrium L driven by competitive preference
according to Theorem 5. As equilibrium point L is output
truthful, the inversion inv(k, k + 1) has been eliminated.

Therefore, no inversion can survive dynamic bid
adjustments driven by competitive preference, and each
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nonoutput-truthful NE will converge to an output-truthful
one.

Theorem 7: The upper bound of the output-truthful
equilibrium continuum is stable and converges to the UBNE.

Proof: We have shown in Theorems 5 and 6 and in
the incentive analysis that all bid kernels, whether output
truthful or not, will converge to the upper bound equilibrium L.
Thus, whenever a stochastic disturbance occurs on the bid
kernel on L, the kernel will evolve to equilibrium L driven by
competitive preference. So the upper bound equilibrium L is
dynamically stable from an evolutionary standpoint.

We now prove that the upper bound L always satisfies the
UBNE condition. We proceed in two steps.

Step 1: Showing that the bα-coordinate of L satisfies the
UBNE condition.

While segment JA fluctuating, L might appear on KM
or MO. Recall that JA is defined as bβ = vφ(k−1)(1 − γ k

k−1)+
bαγ k

k−1. So we only need to prove that bβ ≥ b∗
α with bα = b∗

α
on JA, which indicates L must be on KM and bα must converge
to b∗

α

bφ(k) ≥ vφ(k+1)

(
1 − γ k+1

k

) + bφ(k+2)γ
k+1
k

⇒ vφ(k−1) ≥ vφ(k+1)

(
1 − γ k+1

k

) + bφ(k+2)γ
k+1
k

⇒ bβ = vφ(k−1)

(
1 − γ k

k−1

) + b∗
αγ k

k−1 ≥ b∗
α.

Since α = φ∗(k +1), β = φ(k +1) = φ∗(k) and φ(k +2) =
φ∗(k +2), we can rewrite the right-hand side of inequality (4)
as follows, in which b∗

α exactly satisfies the UBNE condition:
b∗
α = bφ∗(k+1) = vφ∗(k)

(
1 − γ k+1

k

) + bφ∗(k+2)γ
k+1
k . (8)

Step 2: Showing that the bβ-coordinate of L satisfies the
UBNE condition.

Recall that bβ = vφ(k−1)(1 − γ k
k−1) + bαγ k

k−1 according
to the right-hand side of inequality (6). Using the new ranks
β = φ∗(k), φ∗(k − 1) = φ(k − 1), and α = φ∗(k + 1) to
replace old ones, we can obtain (9), which also satisfies the
UBNE condition

bφ∗(k) = vφ∗(k−1)

(
1 − γ k

k−1

) + bφ∗(k+1)γ
k
k−1. (9)

We can see from (8) and (9) that the bids on equilibrium L
are determined by only the bid of advertiser φ∗(k + 2), given
the values and click-through rates as constants. Therefore, the
ascending bid adjustments are driven by advertisers in the
lower slots (especially the losing bids) and are “bottom-up” in
that the lower bids always stabilize earlier before the higher
ones. Note that the losing advertisers can always safely raise
their bids to vφ∗(K), since for the last winning bid

bφ∗(K) = vφ∗(K−1)

(
1 − γK

K−1

) + bφ∗(K+1)γ
K
K−1 > vφ∗(K).

when bφ∗(K+1) = vφ∗(K). So the bid vector will finally
converge to the UBNE bids of Definition 3. A numerical
example for the convergence of the bid vector can be found
in Section VI.

Theorem 8: The UBNE solution maximizes the search
engine’s payoff, that is, for all bφ∗ ∈ �U B N E , bφ∗ ∈
argmax∀bφ∈�N E [∑K

k=1 bφ(k+1)xk].
Proof: We prove first that the revenue of search engine

at the UBNE point L is higher than that at any point

of areas LMONB and DRST. According to Theorem 3,
no output-truthful NE exists in which advertisers can bid
higher unilaterally or multilaterally, so the search engine will
obtain more revenue in UBNE than at any other output-truthful
NE of area LMONB. Therefore, we only need to prove that the
revenue at point L is higher than that at point R, which yields
the highest revenue for search engine in the nonoutput-truthful
area DRST.

The revenue of search engine can be calculated as follows.
As bβ > bα at point L, advertiser β gets slot k and α gets
slot k + 1, and the revenue from these two bids will be
bβxk−1 +bαxk = [vφ∗(k−1)(1−γ k

k−1)+b∗
αγ k

k−1]xk−1 +b∗
αxk =

vφ∗(k−1)(xk−1 − xk) + 2b∗
αxk . Analogously, as bα > bβ at

point R, advertiser α gets slot k and β gets slot k + 1, with
revenue bαxk−1+bβxk = [vφ∗(k−1)(1−γ k

k−1)+b∗
βγ k

k−1]xk−1+
b∗
βxk = vφ∗(k−1)(xk−1 − xk) + 2b∗

βxk . Clearly, search engine
prefers the UBNE point L, since b∗

α > b∗
β . Therefore, we have

validated that, from each pair of adjacent winning advertisers,
more revenue will be realized in UBNE.

Note that search engine will obtain maximum revenue from
the last winning advertisers in a UBNE, so we can easily
deduce that, regardless that the number of advertisers is odd or
even, the revenue of search engine will always be maximized
in UBNE.

From Theorem 8, we can see that the UBNE is a
preferred solution from the perspective of search engines.
Hence, search engines are motivated to structure their
policies to encourage competitive preference and accelerate
bid inflation. From the perspective of advertisers, however,
UBNE is an outcome analogous in many regards with the
prisoner dilemma game: bid inflation triggered by rational
competitive behavior gradually reduces everyone’s revenue,
and results in an undesirable outcome for all advertisers.

VI. DISCUSSION

In this section, we first present a brief comparison between
our UBNE and other kinds of equilibrium concepts, and then
discuss the explanatory power of the competitive preference
and UBNE on bid inflation.

A. Comparison With Previous Equilibrium Concepts

As mentioned in Section II, researchers have so far proposed
five equilibrium concepts for characterizing the GSP auctions,
namely, the NE, SNE (or LEFE equivalently), and GEAE
(or FLNE equivalently). In this section, we will provide a
brief comparison of these solution concepts and the UBNE.

We first compare the locations of the different kinds
of equilibria, shown in Fig. 3. As stated earlier, the NE
continuum corresponds to the shaded areas, including a
stable and output-truthful region LMONB, and an unstable
and nonoutput-truthful region DRST. The boundaries of the
SNE continuum can be determined as follows. In an SNE, the
maximum and minimum values of each pair of adjacent bids,
say bα and bβ , can be calculated by the following equations:

1) max{bα} = vβ(1 − γ k+1
k ) + bφ(k+2)γ

k+1
k = b∗

α;
2) max{bβ} = vφ(k−1)(1 − γ k

k−1) + bαγ k
k−1 = bβ ;

3) min{bα} = vα(1 − γ k+1
k ) + bφ(k+2)γ

k+1
k = b∗

β ;
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Fig. 3. Equilibria locations and landscapes.

4) min{bβ} = vβ(1 − γ k
k−1) + bαγ k

k−1.

The boundaries max{bα}, max{bβ}, and min{bα} correspond to
segments LM, UL, and UW. We also add a new segment WX
to represent the boundary min{bβ}. Thus, the SNE landscape
can be represented by the polygon LMXWU.

The GEAE and UBNE reside on point W and L,
respectively. Obviously, UBNE can be considered as the upper
bound of both SNE and the output-truthful NE continuum,
while GEAE can be considered as the lower bound of the
SNE continuum.

B. Explanatory Power of Competitive Preference
on Bid Inflation

The ascending bid adjustments among competing adver-
tisers can be considered as one of the major causes for
bid inflation. For the sakes of more prominent positions
or simply exhausting competitors’ budgets, advertisers keep
increasing their bids, driving up the average bid price of
SSA markets. Generally speaking, two successive stages can
be distinguished to characterize advertisers’ ascending bid
adjustments. The first stage, called the preequilibrium bid
adjustment stage, refers to the process through which all
advertisers’ bids increase from the reserve prices to the
lowest-price equilibrium (GEAE). The second stage, called the
equilibrium bid adjustment stage, refers to the process through
which advertisers’ bids continue ascending from GEAE until
reaching the highest-price equilibrium (UBNE).

Stage 1 (Preequilibrium Bid Adjustments): There are several
key features of advertisers’ bidding behavior in this stage.
First, advertisers typically compete for more prominent posi-
tions by increasing their bids. Second, all bid adjustments are
nonequilibrium bidding behavior. Third, advertisers alternately
outbid each other and their ranks keep changing. In fact,
advertisers’ bidding behavior in this stage has been well
documented in the literature, and also discussed in this paper.
For instance, Edelman et al. [8] described two kinds of
bidding strategies of advertisers. The first kind is the ascending
outbidding strategy in the generalized English auction, which
corresponds to the bidding pattern of direct rank switching as
defined in this paper. The second kind is described as “try to
force out the player who occupies the position immediately
above,” which corresponds to our indirect rank switching.
Using these strategies, advertisers can raise their bids up to the
lowest-price equilibrium (GEAE), in which each advertiser is

Fig. 4. Example for the two stages in advertisers’ ascending bid adjustments.

indifferent between her current position and the next highest
one.

Stage 2 (Equilibrium Bid Adjustments): Advertisers’ bidding
behavior in this stage differs from their behavior in stage 1
in the following aspects. First, advertisers increase their bids
aiming at exhausting the rivals’ budgets, instead of compet-
ing for higher advertisement slots. Second, all rational bid
adjustments in this stage are equilibrium bidding behavior.
Third, all rational bid adjustments will not incur any direct
or indirect rank switching. In the literature, advertisers are
assumed to keep their bids unchanged in the equilibrium
continuum, or even cooperatively decrease their bids so as to
reach a socially optimal GEAE outcome with VCG revenue
realized. These neutral or even cooperative bidding behavior
can only be expected in revenue-maximizing advertisers, and
cannot help explain observed soaring bid prices in competitive
markets. With competitions among advertisers intensified in
recent years, advertisers seek to maximize both their own
revenue and the rivals’ costs. This prompts an advertiser to
raise her bid to increase the cost of the competing advertisers.
Driven by such competitive preference, advertisers will further
increase their bids from the GEAE bids without causing direct
or indirect rank switching and scarifying their own revenue,
until the bid prices reach and stabilize at the highest-price
UBNE. This ascending bidding behavior driven by advertisers’
competitive preference can help explain bid inflation emerged
in the system-level SSA markets.

We illustrate the two stages underlying bid inflation with the
following numerical example. The parameters of the auction
and the resulting equilibrium bids are shown in Fig. 4. In this
example, three advertisers with values v = {5, 4, 1} competing
for two slots with click-through rates x = {0.8, 0.6}. The
GEAE bid vector is {5, 1.75, 1} (line ABC in Fig. 4) and
UBNE bid vector is {5, 4.25, 4} (line ADE). In this scenario,
advertisers will compete for higher slots by outbidding each
other, and experience the first preequilibrium bid adjust-
ment stage corresponding to the white area below the line
ABC in Fig. 4. After reaching GEAE, advertisers enter the
equilibrium bid adjustment stage and keep increasing their
bids to jam their rivals without causing rank switching. The
bid prices will rise to and stabilize at the UBNE. Therefore,
the ascending bidding dynamics in these two stages, espe-
cially advertisers’ behavior driven by competitive preference
in stage 2, may serve as a potential explanation for bid inflation
from the behavioral perspective.
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Fig. 5. Potential explanations for bid inflation.

VII. OTHER POTENTIAL EXPLANATIONS

FOR BID INFLATION

In this section, we summarize all other potential explana-
tions for bid inflation into four levels, in terms of the variables
they affected. These explanations and their contributions to bid
inflation are shown in Fig. 5.

Level 1 (Increasing Reserve Prices): Reserve prices, also
termed as “minimum bids” by Yahoo! and “first-page bids”
by Google, are widely used by search engine companies to
guarantee their overall revenues [17]. Two pricing schemes,
formerly the uniform pricing and currently advertiser-specific
pricing, have been used in search advertising platforms.
Reserve price helps increase the average bid prices, and thus
is an alternative explanation for bid inflation. Theoretically,
Edelman and Schwarz [15] proved that as reserve price
increases by 	r in uniform pricing case, each advertiser φ(k)
should increase her bid by γ K

k−1	r to sustain the GEAE.
On the other hand, Even-Dar et al. [18] proved that the GSP
auctions with advertiser-specific reserve prices also have an
envy-free equilibrium.

However, reserve prices do not play an essential role in
bid inflation, for the following reasons. First, reserve price
only affects a small percentage of advertisers with low
per-click values and advertisements quality [19]. Second,
empirical research indicates that reserve price typically
has more impacts only on “long-tail” keywords with less
or no competition [20]. Third, unlike the inherent fierce
competitions, advertisers can lower their reserve prices
by improving advertisement relevance and keyword quality
scores. Therefore, although reverse price helps drive up bid
prices of large amount of “long-tail” keywords, we argue that
it is not the primary cause for bid inflation, especially in
competitive SSA markets.

Level 2 (Increasing Demand and Market Monopoly):
Increasing demand can be considered as a potential and
important explanation for bid inflation. Elementary economics
predicts that an increased demand will lead to higher prices.
This principle has been proved in online auction markets, and
should be expected in SSA markets as well. One straightfor-
ward observation for this principle is that popular keywords
typically cost much more. As such, the increased demand does
contribute to the increasing bid prices.

Market monopoly is another potential explanation. The SSA
markets are now highly concentrated with Google possessing
about 67.27% of the market shares in the first quarter of 2017.

Generally speaking, market monopoly helps in the price
increases. However, we argue that decreased supply of adver-
tisement slots and the resulting excess demand caused by
monopoly, instead of monopoly itself, is a major driving force
for keyword price increases. As evidence, it has been predicted
that advertisers could see an increase up to 78% on the average
CPC in the Yahoo & Microsoft market after their alliance,
with more advertisers competing for limited slots on the new
platform. In fact, market monopoly itself will not help in bid
inflation. Theoretically, Liu and Chiu [21] investigated the
optimal pricing strategies of search engines in duopoly and
monopoly markets, respectively, and proved that monopoly
will not result in increased prices. The optimal monopolistic
price will be approximating (but not exceeding) the higher
duopolistic price as the number of advertisers is increasing.
Therefore, market dominance alone cannot be considered as
an essential reason for bid inflation.

Intuitively, in a single SSA auction session, increasing
demand only affects advertisers’ bidding behavior in the
preequilibrium bid adjustment stage, in a sense that more
advertisers have to compete and outbid each other for higher
advertisement slots in the search engine result pages. As a
result of increased demand, it is more likely and needs less
time for advertisers in single auction sessions, as well as for
the entire SSA markets, to enter the NE continuum. However,
in case when advertisers’ bids constitute an equilibrium in
a given SSA auction, imbalanced demand typically does not
have a direct influence on advertisers’ bidding behavior in the
NE continuum.

Level 3 (Advertisers’ Competitive Preference): Compared
with increasing preequilibrium bids resulting from excess
demand, advertisers’ competitive preference plays a critical
role in driving up the equilibrium bid prices in SSA auctions,
and should be considered as one of the major explana-
tions for bid inflation. As we have discussed, driven by
competitive preference, advertisers are motivated to exploit
the weakness of GSP mechanism and increase their bids to
maximize their rivals’ payments, without causing direct or
indirect rank switching. This ascending bidding dynamics in
the equilibrium bid adjustment stage is essentially different
with that in the preequilibrium bid adjustment stage, and will
cause advertisers’ bids inflate from the lowest GEAE to the
highest UBNE. Therefore, as an inherent influential factor
that results directly from advertisers’ bidding behavior, our
competitive preference extends other alternative causes with
a behavior-driven explanation for bid inflation, and provides
new insights in understanding and predicting the increasing
bid prices.

Level 4 (Entering of Big-Brand Advertisers and Increasing
Conversions): With the effectiveness of SSA is widely
recognized, an increasing number of big-brand advertisers
with deep pockets have been witnessed to enter the SSA
markets in recent years. Usually, they have higher per-click
values and always aggressively bid more than economically
justifiable for top slots to increase their brand awareness. As a
result, we can easily observe that the top slots of popular
keywords are becoming more crowded with brand advertisers.
As such, although we empirically observe that advertisers’
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per-click values on average are decreasing in such sectors as
retail, the increasing number of brand advertisers with high
per-click values can help drive up the UBNE bids (especially
top-slot bids in UBNE) of popular keywords in competitive
SSA markets, and thus is one of the major causes for inflating
bid prices over time.

Increasing conversions due to better targeting services and
conversion fraud tricks also have the potential of pulling up
advertisers’ per-click values, and in turn the UBNE bids.
On the one hand, major SSA platforms have offered various
services such as geotargeting, demographic targeting, and
behavioral targeting, which prove to be effective in improving
advertisers’ conversion rates. On the other hand, a variety
of conversion fraud tricks have been reported. For instance,
spyware-delivered pop-ups, Web site typosquatting, search
toolbars, and address bar suggestions can be used by search
engines and their partners to intercept and repackage clicks and
conversions that advertisers were already going to receive for
free, so that advertisers will be seduced into overestimating the
effectiveness and increasing the bids of their advertisements.
Partly due to these reasons, the volume of conversions in
the U.S. SSA markets increased by 215% in retail sector
during the second half of 2010. However, the contribution
of increased conversions to advertisers’ per-click values has
been significantly weakened by the dramatic increase of click
volume by 684%. Considering that the average order value
only increased by 2.37%, the conversion rates and advertisers’
average per-click values actually decreased by about 68%.
As such, we believe that increased conversion is not a major
reason for bid inflation.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

Dynamic pricing and bidding behavior analysis is an
intensively studied topic in sponsored search auctions and
computational advertising [22]–[27]. This paper presented a
game-theoretic analysis of the competitive equilibrium and its
stability in SSA markets. We took advertisers’ competitive
preference into consideration, and presented an analysis of the
rational bidding dynamics to explain and predict such widely
observed phenomenon as bid inflation. Based on this competi-
tive preference, we were able to reduce the NE continuum to a
unique UBNE solution, which can be considered as the upper
bound of the output-truthful subset of the NE continuum.
In addition, we also investigated the long-term stability of
the UBNE in a repeated game setting, and proved that each
NE, whether output truthful or not, will evolve to UBNE
eventually. Therefore, UBNE can provide a better explanation
and prediction of competitive bidding dynamics and the stable
state of bid inflation. Toward the end of this paper, we clarified
the differences and relationships between the UBNE and other
solution concepts, and discussed other potential explanations
for bid inflation.

Our contributions have implications for both mechanism
design for search engines and decision making for competing
advertisers. On the one hand, our research indicates that the
UBNE leads to a best outcome for search engines, although
it may do great harm to the SSA ecosystem in the long run.

Therefore, myopic search engine companies can thus structure
their policies to intensify the competition among advertisers,
and encourage bidding behavior driven by competitive
preference. For instance, search engine companies may
provide services or tools to help estimate the private informa-
tion of the rivals, so that advertisers can compute the maximum
bids to jam their rivals without causing any rank switching.
Besides, search engines companies may also be motivated to
encourage advertisers’ competition with such tactics as shill
bidding. On the contrary, far-sighted search engine companies
that attach more importance to user experience and long-run
revenue may take action to suppress advertisers’ competitive
preference, so as to help maintain the overall health of the SSA
ecosystem. One possible way toward this end is to punish those
advertisers who frequently increase their bids without causing
rank switching, by imposing an extra small cost on each bid
adjustment or decreasing their quality scores.

On the other hand, UBNE will lead to the worst outcome for
competing advertisers. As such, one possible way to avoid the
UBNE outcome is not to compete for popular keywords with
intensive competition. In many cases, long-tail keywords will
be better choices. Another possible way is through preauc-
tion communications among competing advertisers, so that
consensus may be reached that any competitive behavior will
be punished. We have proved that if all advertisers commit not
to bid following the competitive preference, and punish their
rival’s deviations using the so-called “nice and retaliatory”
strategy, then GEAE can be reached and advertisers obtain
the socially optimal VCG revenue [28].

Our ongoing work is fourfold. First, we are extending this
paper by integrating the advertisers’ risk attitudes into our
model, and analyzing the resulting drift trajectory of UBNE.
Second, we are validating the evolutionary stability and
dynamic attainability of UBNE with evolutionary game theory.
Third, we plan to explicitly incorporate advertisers’ budget
limits into our model, and investigate the evolution of com-
petitive bidding behavior over time. Finally, as competition
facilitates revenue inflation of search engine companies, which
are motivated to encourage the competitions with such tactics
as shill bidding, we are also planning to study the shill bidding
behavior and its influences on the search markets.
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